CONDITIONING FOR YOUR SKYLINE HIKE
Everyone from the novice to the most experienced hiker can benefit from conditioning which
builds both physical strength and endurance, and gives you the self confidence to pursue your
desired hiking activities. But remember, no one is capable of getting into shape in only a few
weeks before a big hiking trip. In fact, last minute rigorous exercise will often deplete the body s
energy stores, leaving you too exhausted to enjoy your hiking trip and increasing your risk of
injury.
Getting in shape for hiking involves improving your aerobic fitness, combined with some basic
strength training and balance exercises. When planning your conditioning program remember
that you are most likely to succeed if you select exercise activities that you enjoy, if you have
adequate time in your schedule to spend doing those activities, and if you select realistic but
increasingly challenging goals over time. And remember, you don t necessarily need to join a
gym or buy a bunch of equipment to get fit. The best way to train for an activity is to do it!
Below is a suggested conditioning program which will help get you in shape for your Skyline
Hike. There are, of course, many other options which you may prefer to help you get ready for
the week depending on your level of fitness, experience, and the equipment or facilities you
have available to use. You may wish to contact a local gym or personal trainer to help find a
conditioning program tailored to your specific needs.

Aerobic Conditioning
Hiking is a highly aerobic activity which is
normally done for many hours at a low
intensity, generally 50 65% of your
maximum heart rate (MHR). Hiking on
slopes of varying grades, crossing boulder
fields, scree and snow, or rough off-trail
travel can all temporarily increase aerobic
demands to a higher level.

Maximum Heart Rate
Maximum Heart Rate (MHR) is the highest heart
rate a person should achieve during maximum
physical exertion. The most accurate way to
determine your MHR is with a cardiac stress test.
However a number of general formulas have also
been created, such as the most common one:
MHR = 220-age.

The key to your aerobic training program is to build gradually to your desired goal which is to
achieve a distance and elevation gain that are about 75% of those expected during your
planned hiking trip.
There are many activities which provide aerobic conditioning. If you are working indoors you
can take an aerobic, step or spinning class at your local gym; work on treadmills, stair climbers,
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cross trainers (ellipticals), or cross country ski machines; or walk up and down flights of stairs.
Outdoors enjoy walking, jogging, roller blading, cycling, cross country skiing, snow shoeing,
skating, and of course hiking! Incorporate travel up and down hills and over uneven, rough and
wet terrain. Wear your pack with some weight for an added bonus. And as much as possible
wear your hiking boots when walking and hiking.
If you do not undertake aerobic activities on a regular basis it is recommended that you start
your aerobic conditioning at least 10 weeks prior to your Skyline Hike. Start out slow, working
for 30 minutes at least 3 times per week, increasing the distance you cover by 10 15% per
week for the next 3 4 weeks. Your target is moderate intensity; if you have a heart rate
monitor try to build up from 50 - 60% of your MHR in the first week to 70% of your MHR in the
fourth week. For example if you are 45 years of age your MHR is 175 (220 45). A target
heart rate of 60% MHR = 105 beats per minute (MHR of 175 x intensity target of 60%).
Next follow a program of 30 minutes of moderate to high intensity aerobic sessions 4 to 5 times
each week. If you have a heart rate monitor you target working at 70 - 85% of your MHR.
Gradually increase the duration of your aerobic sessions by 10 15% per week so that you are
up to 40 45 minute sessions at least 4 weeks before your planned hiking trip.
At least a month prior to your Skyline Hike start doing one low intensity, longer duration activity
per week. Ideally this will be hiking but if that is not feasible find a walking route near your
home, or use a treadmill or cross trainer indoors. Start out with about half the distance and
elevation gain you will experience on your hiking trip. Gradually increase the degree of difficulty
by 10 15% each week until you are up to 75% of the distance and elevation gain you expect
on your hiking trip. For hikers who prefer the easier hikes in camp this would be about 6 km
with 265 m elevation gain, and for those who prefer the more strenuous hikes about 12 km with
500+ m elevation gain. And wear your pack, working gradually up to the weight you will expect
to carry on your hiking trip.
If you are unable to reach this level of aerobic conditioning you may still be able to do your
planned hiking trip but you must remember you will likely be hiking slower, requiring more
breaks, and/or suffering to a greater degree from muscle and knee soreness.
With all your aerobic conditioning don t forget to warm up and cool down, such as by walking for
10 minutes before and after. And do some stretching at the end, while your muscles are warm.

Strength Training
Hiking involves your whole body! Strong legs, knees and feet will keep you moving over long
distances and up and down those steep hills; a strong core area will help your balance when
walking in uneven terrain; and a strong back, shoulders and neck will make carrying a pack that
much easier. Weak muscles and muscle imbalances significantly increase the risk of injury
during hiking activities.
A basic strength training program can be done in 2 or 3 non consecutive days per week and
should include an exercise for each muscle group. The use of compound exercises (which uses
multiple muscles together) is generally the most effective when preparing for the hiking season.
If you are not currently involved in a strength training program you should start training at least 8
weeks prior to your Skyline Hike.
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Below are two suggested strength training routines which can be done with no specialized
equipment. Complete the first routine 4 to 6 weeks and then switch to the second for the same
period of time. Each routine should take about 1 hour to complete. If you are pressed for time
then split your routine over 2 or even 3 days, but ensure each exercise is done at least twice per
week on non consecutive days. If you prefer to use weights or other equipment there are a
number of excellent web sites which provide information on routines and proper form:
www.bodybuilders.com
www.exercise.about.com/library/blworkoutcenter2.htm
www.fitstep.com/Library
For each exercise try to complete 3 sets of 10 repetitions, with a 1 minute break between sets.
You may need to start with less and work up to this level. It is important to balance the level of
effort on each side of your body. For example, 1 set of lunges is 10 repetitions on each of the
right and left sides. If you can only do 8 on the left side, then you should only do 8 on the right.
And remember to breathe inhale on the muscle extension and exhale on the contraction (e.g.
inhale while you squat & exhale out while you stand back up, inhale while you lower on the push
up & exhale while you push up, etc).
Don t forget to do an aerobic warm up (e.g. walking or jogging) for 10 minutes before starting,
and a cool down and stretch when you are finished. This will help reduce the risk of muscle
stiffness and it will improve your flexibility.

Routine 1
Lower Body: quadriceps (front thigh), hamstrings (back thigh), gluteus maximus (butt) and
gastrocnemius (calves)
Squats Stand with your feet shoulder width apart, bend your knees
and slowly lower your hips straight down until your thighs are parallel
with the floor. Keep your weight balanced on the whole foot, don t
rock forward on your toes. Keep your back as straight as possible,
your chin up and your shoulders squared. Then stand straight back
up by pressing up firmly from your heels. For balance or to make this
easier put one or both hands lightly against a wall, pole or chair back.
To increase the intensity do more repetitions, work one leg at a time, wear your pack with
some weight, hold hand weights, or incorporate a jump up at the end of the squat.
Lunges Stand with your feet shoulder width apart. Keep your
shoulders square, chin up, back straight and toes pointed forward. Step
forward with the right foot (about 2X your walking stride), bend at the
knees and lower your hips until your left knee is just a few inches off the
floor. Make sure your right foot stays flat on the floor, and keep your
right knee over or slightly behind your right ankle. Do not lean forward
on your way down. Push with the right leg, raising yourself back up to
the start point. Switch legs and do the same number of repetitions with your left leg. To
make it easier put one hand against a chair back or wall for balance. To increase intensity
wear your pack with some weight, or hold hand weights. This exercise can also be done as
a walking lunge, alternating right and left as you move forward.
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Calf Raises Stand on the edge of a step (non carpeted). Position
yourself on the balls of your feet, with your toes pointing straight forward.
Stand as straight upright as possible. Put a hand lightly on an adjacent
railing, wall or chair for balance if needed. Raise your body up as high as
you can, standing up onto your toes. Then slowly lower until your heals
are just a bit below the step. To increase intensity use only one leg at
time, wear your pack with some weight, or hold hand weights.
Upper Body: pectorals (chest), latissimus dorsi (back), deltoids (shoulders), biceps (front upper
arm), triceps (back upper arm)
Push Ups Minimize the strain on your shoulder by starting
in the up position balanced on your hands and toes. Your
hands should be shoulder width or slightly wider apart, and
your feet may be apart (easier) or together. In a slow, even
motion lower your whole body as one solid unit, until your
arms are bent to a 45 degree angle, and then push back up.
You want to stay flat, like a plank, with no sagging toward the floor, or sticking your butt up in
the air. To make this easier go from your knees instead of toes, or start with a wall pushup
(same motion but standing with hands against the wall). To make this harder increase the
repetitions, go from one foot (cross one foot on top of the other), or put one or both hands
onto an unstable surface (such as a soccer ball).
Standing Rows Stand in front of a post (tree or similar
anchor), feet shoulder width apart. Loop a towel or rope
around the post, gripping it firmly. Lean back until your arms
are fully extended, with your weight balanced on both feet. Pull
your body forward until your arms are at right angles and by
your sides. Your body should remain straight from head to
heels, do not arch or round your back. Focus on contracting
the shoulder blades toward each other. Hold for a couple of
seconds, then release back until your arms are straight.
Increase intensity by increasing reps, using a longer towel (thus a greater working range) or
wearing a weighted pack.
Bicep Curls with Shoulder Press You will need some sort of weight for this. If you don t
have any hand weights use household items such as soup cans, 1 L bottles filled with liquid,
or bags/ice cream pails containing some weight. Stand up straight, chin up,
feet shoulder width apart, shoulders relaxed, arms straight at side. You can
do one arm at a time or both together. Lift the weight upward, bending your
arm at the elbow, and contracting the bicep, until your hand reaches shoulder
height. Keep the arm and elbow tucked against your side, and do not swing
your arms or body. Then push your arm straight up overhead (your biceps
ending beside your ears). Reverse the motion, lowering back to starting. The
motion should be slow and purposeful throughout. Increase the intensity by
increasing the repetitions and/or weight.
Tricep Dips Work from a sturdy chair, bench or step. Grip the edge of the bench, palms
down, fingers towards you. Your arms are straight and supporting most of your weight.
Feet are shoulder width apart, weight on heels. Keeping your elbows tucked against your
sides, bend your arms and slowly lower your body straight down, but not past 45o. Then
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push up, straightening your arms to return to the starting position.
To make this easier start with a shallow dip. To make this more
intense you can put your feet up on another chair, bench or step,
rather than on the floor. And you can further intensify the exercise
by resting some weight on your thighs. If you have shoulder
problems only dip as far as is comfortable.
Core: abdominals and lower back (use a carpeted area, exercise mat or camp mat)
Crunches Start by lying flat on your back, hands palm down on
the floor beside you (easier) or beside your ears (harder), feet flat
on the floor at a comfortable angle (generally about 1 foot from
your hips). Push your lower back down into the floor, begin to
roll your shoulders up off the floor, contracting your abdominal muscles. Keep your knees
and hips stationary, your face and chin facing the ceiling. Hold the contraction for a moment
and release slowly back down. Never pull on your head or neck while doing crunches!
Heel Touchers Start as for crunches. Lift head and
shoulders off the floor. Keeping arms straight at side, reach
towards your right heel with your right hand, hold for a breath,
return to neutral, and reach towards your left heel with your
left hand, hold for a second, and return to neutral. Try to get
the same distance on the right and left extension, touching
your heel if you can.
Bent Knee Leg Raises Start as for crunches. Put your hands under your hips if needed
for extra back support. Lift your head and shoulders slightly off the floor, still looking straight
up. Lift legs off the floor, pulling thighs up and
towards your chest. Contract abdominals and
slightly lift pelvis off the floor. Don t push up with
your hands. Pause, then slowly bring legs back
towards (but not onto) the floor, pause, and repeat.
Increase difficulty by using straight legs.

Routine 2
Lower Body: quadriceps (front thigh), hamstrings (back thigh), gluteus maximus (butt) and
gastrocnemius (calves)
Steps Stand with you feet shoulder width apart, parallel and
facing forward, in front of a step or bench. Put your right foot
up onto the step/bench, step up (until left foot is at bench
height), pause for a second keeping your right leg muscles
engaged, then lower the left foot back to the floor. Complete
your repetitions, then change legs. This should be a controlled
motion, concentrating on contracting your quad muscle and
maintaining your balance. Avoid pushing off the floor with your
bottom leg. If you are having balance problems bring the bottom leg onto the step at the top
of the step up. To increase the intensity use a higher step, wear your pack with some
weight, or hold hand weights. If your balance is good, work your calves into the routine
step up, then push up onto the ball of your foot, before lowering back down.
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Kickback Kneel with hands on the ground, knees and hands
shoulder width apart. Bring one leg up with knee bent at a right
angle, thigh extended straight out from back, and foot aligned
directly back from the head. Keeping the knee bent, kick the foot up
in as far as possible in the air, contracting the muscles of your butt
and back thigh. Complete repetitions and switch legs. Increase
intensity by using ankle weights or have a partner gently resist
working leg.
Hip Adduction Lie on your side, top leg slightly forward and bent
in front. Tighten abdominals and slowly lift the bottom leg up as
high as you can, keeping it straight and foot slightly flexed.
Compete repetitions and switch sides. Increase intensity by using
ankle weights or have a partner gently resist working leg.
Hip Abduction Lie on one side, hips stacked, knees slightly
bent. Lift top leg, squeezing the glutes, then lower back down
without completely relaxing. Use ankle weights or have a partner
gently resist working leg for added intensity.
Upper Body: pectorals (chest), latissimus dorsi (back), deltoids (shoulders), biceps (front upper
arm), triceps (back upper arm)
Push ups with Feet Elevated Kneel on the floor and place your hands flat on the floor,
slightly wider than shoulder width apart, arms straight. Move your feet back, placing your
toes on a bench or step about 18 high. Ensure your body forms a straight line from your
head to ankles, and keep it aligned throughout the push up. Lower your body down toward
the floor, bending your elbows, until your body is nearly touching the floor. Now, push back
up to the starting point. Motion should be slow and controlled throughout. A higher bench
will increase intensity, as will
wearing your pack with weight,
or putting your hand(s) on an
uneven surface. Use a lower
bench to make it easier, or do
regular push-ups from routine 1.
Pull Up/Chin Up If you have access to a secure bar this is a tremendous exercise which
works your upper and middle back, arms and shoulders. Check out your local children s
playground odds are they have a monkey bar that will work. Start with either a wide grip
(palms face away from you, thumbs in), shoulder grip (palms face towards you, thumbs out),
or neutral grip (palms face together, thumbs towards you). Hang from bar, and pull yourself
up until your chin is at bar level. Lower down and repeat the process. Don t arch your back,
and try to avoid rocking for momentum. Wide grip is the hardest option neutral grip the
easiest. If you cannot do a full pull up have someone assist by lifting your legs
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Shoulder Raises You will need some sort of weight for this, use either
hand weights or create your own as previously described. Easier version is
to use one arm at a time, harder is both arms at a time, increased
repetitions and/or increased weight. Lift the weight up in a slow, even
motion straight out in front of your body; then move your arm out 90o away
from your side; and lower the weight slowly to your side. Now reverse the
order, raising the weight up from your side, until shoulder height; move your
arm so it is straight out in front; and lower slowly back down. Only raise the
weight to shoulder height, not above.
Reverse Bicep Curls You will need some sort of weight for this, use either hand weights
or create your own as previously described. Stand up straight, chin up, feet shoulder width
apart, shoulders relaxed, arms at side, holding weights, with palms facing down. You can
do one arm at a time or both together. Lift the weight upward, bending your arm at the
elbow, and contracting the bicep, until your hand reaches
shoulder height. Keep the arm and elbow tucked against your
side, and do not swing your arms or body. Reverse the motion
to lower. This should be a slow and concentrated motion both
up and down. Increase the intensity by increasing the
repetitions and/or weight.
Tricep Kickback - You will need some sort of weight for this, use either hand weights or
create your own as previously described. Stand with left leg forward and right leg back.
Bend at the waist and knees. Place left hand on a chair or table. Hold the weight in your
right hand, elbow bent at right angle, and tucked by your side.
Keeping the upper arm motionless, extend the lower arm
back until the arm is straight. Contract the tricep muscle by
trying to raise your hand (not your upper arm) higher. Return
to starting position. Keep your elbow tucked in at your side
and as stationary as possible.
Core: abdominals and lower back (use a carpeted area, exercise mat or camp mat)
V-Crunches Sit on the edge of a chair or bench, holding onto the
side. Balance on your tail bone, knees slightly bent, bring your legs
up as high as you can, then lower back to the floor. Continue
repetitions without resting feet on the floor in between. Increase
intensity by having legs straighter. Make it easier by working on the
floor or bending knees more.
Supermans Start lying face down on the floor. The easiest option is to lift one arm or one
leg (at a time) off the floor. Lift the limb up and forward/backward away from your body.
You should feel your lower back tighten when doing this
movement. Keep your head aligned straight with your upper
back don t tilt it back or drop it forward. Progressively harder
is to lift one arm and opposite leg (together), and then lift both
arms and both legs (together).
Twist Crunches Start lying on your back with knees bent, hands in place beside the ears.
Put your right foot over the left knee. Roll your shoulders up off the floor and curl the left
shoulder towards the right knee. Try to keep the elbow back, twisting your torso and
working the oblique abdominal muscles. Do repetitions on one side, then switch. A harder
alternative is the air bike. Start lying on your back, both legs in the air, knees bent. Curl the
right shoulder and elbow towards the left knee, at the same time extending the right leg out
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away from your body. Then in a fluid motion, return to the starting point, bring the left
shoulder toward the right knee, and extend the left leg out away from your body. The motion
of your legs is like riding a bike.

Balance and Flexibility
Agility and balance are important to a hiker when traversing rough terrain or crossing water
courses. Balance is the ability to react quickly to gravity or environmental challenges. Agility is
essentially maintaining balance and good body position while responding to changes in
movement. Poor balance and agility can lead to a fall or injury. To improve balance and agility
you must improve not only the strength of your muscles but also your ability to utilize that
strength at critical times.
Balance and agility can be trained in several ways by moving your arms or legs away from
your torso or by standing, walking or sitting on an uneven or unstable surface (such as logs,
rocks, foam rolls, large physio balls, balance or wobble boards). Start small and work up to
avoid a fall and injury. You can work near a wall, counter or chair to assist with your balance
when needed. Stand on one foot, with the other leg raised, bent knee, in front. Then try moving
it to the side and straighten it to the back while you bend at your torso. Your arms can act as a
counterbalance or be moved in different direction to make the exercise harder. Working in bare
feet will make balance exercises more challenging. Try closing your eyes this makes it much
harder! You will probably be better on one side than the other so work to even up your weak
side. Outdoors wear your pack and hiking boots and find some uneven ground to hike in.
Practice standing on rocks or logs on one foot, or carefully hopping up and down off such items
or from one uneven surface to another. Try a tai chi or yoga class, it s all about balance and
movement. Invest in a physio ball and/or wobble board and follow their suggested exercises.
Practice active sitting by sitting on a physio ball while you watch TV or at work! Stand on a
wobble board while you do the dishes! You will be amazed at how much your hiking will
improve.
Maintaining flexibility is also important, especially for hips, knees and ankles. Static and active
stretching can and should be done after every workout when your muscles are warm. If you
have a particularly tight area or are recovering from an injury you may need to devote more time
to stretching. Try to align your stretching objectives with your strength training or aerobics and
be sure to hit every muscle group. Hold your stretches for 30 seconds. Hikers should pay
particular attention to hip flexors and iliotibial (IT) bands.
There are lots of great stretches to choose from. Some good web sites with descriptions of
stretches and illustrations are:
http://www.mayoclinic.com/health/stretching/SM00043
http://www.womensheartfoundation.org/content/Exercise/stretching_exercise.asp
http://www.bami.us/Stretching.html#Stretching
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